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Abstract
Perceptual models of animal vision have greatly contributed to our understanding of animalanimal and plant-animal communication. The receptor-noise model of color contrasts has
been central to this research as it quantifies the difference between two colors for any visual
system of interest. However, if the properties of the visual system are unknown, assumptions regarding parameter values must be made, generally with unknown consequences. In
this study, we conduct a sensitivity analysis of the receptor-noise model using avian visual
system parameters to systematically investigate the influence of variation in light environment, photoreceptor sensitivities, photoreceptor densities, and light transmission properties
of the ocular media and the oil droplets. We calculated the chromatic contrast of 15 plumage
patches to quantify a dichromatism score for 70 species of Galliformes, a group of birds that
display a wide range of sexual dimorphism. We found that the photoreceptor densities and
the wavelength of maximum sensitivity of the short-wavelength-sensitive photoreceptor 1
(SWS1) can change dichromatism scores by 50% to 100%. In contrast, the light environment, transmission properties of the oil droplets, transmission properties of the ocular
media, and the peak sensitivities of the cone photoreceptors had a smaller impact on the
scores. By investigating the effect of varying two or more parameters simultaneously, we
further demonstrate that improper parameterization could lead to differences between calculated and actual contrasts of more than 650%. Our findings demonstrate that improper
parameterization of tetrachromatic visual models can have very large effects on measures
of dichromatism scores, potentially leading to erroneous inferences. We urge more complete characterization of avian retinal properties and recommend that researchers either
determine whether their species of interest possess an ultraviolet or near-ultraviolet sensitive SWS1 photoreceptor, or present models for both.
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Introduction
The study of animal visual systems has greatly enhanced our understanding of visual ecology
and visual communication. Modelling the sensory perception of various taxa has permitted
the study of animal-animal interactions such as mate choice among color morphs in butterflies
[1], the evolutionary trade-off between predator-driven crypsis and sexually-selected conspicuousness in Dendrobates frogs [2], the influence of insect warning coloration on the predatory
behavior of foraging birds [3], and the rejection of brood parasite eggs by host species [4, 5].
Furthermore, visual modelling has been useful in studies of plant-animal interactions. These
include, for example, the evolution of flower colors driven by pollinator visual systems [6], the
evolution of seed color as a form of crypsis against foraging birds [7], crypsis in plants to avoid
predatory herbivores [8], the ability of birds to detect and select high-lipid fruits [9, 10], and
the comparative ability of dichromat and trichromat primates in discriminating fruit from
leaves [11]. Central to these studies is the concept of color discrimination thresholds limited
by photoreceptor noise [12, 13]. This psychophysiological model of chromatic vision quantifies perception in color differences [14–16], with the caveat that the light environment and the
properties of the visual system, which are central to the model, are well understood.
Visual system properties needed to produce informative visual models must include the
photoreceptor sensitivities, transmission properties of the ocular media, the relative photoreceptor noise levels (approximated by relative photoreceptor densities), and for animals such as
birds, lizards, and turtles, the properties of the photoreceptor-specific oil droplets which act as
filters and micro-lenses [17–20]. While molecular methods and microspectrophotometry are
increasingly used to determine the physical properties of visual systems (e.g., [21, 22]), complete characterizations are available for relatively few species. Furthermore, groups of closely
related species have rarely been compared (see [23] for an exception). To circumvent these
lack of data, research using birds as models have relied on ‘average’ visual system information
(calculations and data for ultraviolet sensitive and ultraviolet insensitive eye types presented in
[24]), or used parameters from closely related species. Initial comparative analyses assumed a
strong association between visual systems and phylogeny [25–27], but recent studies have
shown that this is not always the case. Changes between ultraviolet sensitive (UVS) and violet
sensitive (VS) eye types have occurred several times in some Orders (e.g., Passeriformes and
Charadriiformes: [28]), and both UVS and VS eye types can be present within the same family
(e.g., Maluridae: [29]). Furthermore, the very basic organizations of visual systems can differ
among and within Orders. For example, a large majority of birds characterized to date possess
four distinctive single cone types (Short-wavelength-sensitive 1 –SWS1, Short-wavelength-sensitive 2 –SWS2, Medium-wavelength-sensitive–MWS, and Long-wavelength-sensitive–LWS,
(e.g., [30, 31]), but exceptions have been found. The tawny owl (Strix aluco Linnaeus), and possibly other nocturnal raptors, lacks the UVS–VS SWS1 pigment and is therefore trichromatic
[32, 33]. In contrast, the bobolink (Dolichonyx oryzivorus Linnaeus; Passeriformes) possesses
five distinct classes of single cones: four narrowly tuned photoreceptors and one broadband
photoreceptor [34]. Clearly, not all birds share the same visual sensory experience, and the
incorrect parameterization of visual models could potentially lead to erroneous conclusions
for a variety of ecological questions (see [27, 35, 36] for a debate example).
The possible effects of differential visual model parameterization have been explored in a
diversity of taxa. Studies comparing dicromats to trichromats [37, 38] and trichromats to tetrachromats [39, 40] have quantified how these visual systems differ in their ability to tell apart
patches with different spectral properties. Others have tested the effect of different light environments [22, 41–43], photoreceptors sensitivities [22, 44], photoreceptor densities [44, 45],
oil droplet characteristics [44, 46–48], ocular media [22], and receptor signal-to-noise ratio
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[44]. While these studies have been very informative when considered together, the use of
different visual system starting points and non-standardized methods of presenting results
have made it difficult to compare the relative effect of each parameter within a single context. In this study, we conduct a sensitivity analysis of the receptor-noise model by systematically testing the effect of single parameters on measures of sexual dichromatism among 70
species of Galliformes, a group characterized by extreme variation in sexual dimorphism.
Furthermore, we explore the effects of also varying two or more parameters on three example species.
The receptor-noise model for color discrimination is commonly used to evaluate sexual
dichromatism (differences in coloration) within species, and to characterize color divergence among closely related or incipient species (e.g., [49–51]). Sexual dichromatism scores
(the sum or average of differences between corresponding male and female plumage patch
colors) have been used to study the evolution of sexual dichromatism [52], the influence of
sexual selection on sexual dichromatism [53, 54], the relationship between sexual dichromatism and conspicuousness [55], and factors that may account for congeneric color diversity
[29]. In addition, sexual dichromatism has been used as a proxy for the intensity of sexual
selection in comparative studies [54, 56]. Although it has been demonstrated that human
visual assessments produce different but similar approximations of dichromatism scores
compared to tetrachromatic birds [13, 40, 57, 58], the effects of parameterization of bird
visual models in assessments of dichromatism scores has never been systematically determined. In this study, we calculated the chromatic sexual dichromatism scores of 15 color
patches for each of 70 species of Galliformes using the receptor-noise model developed by
Vorobyev and Osorio [12]. For each patch, sexual dichromatism is calculated as the justnoticeable-difference (JND) in color between males and females. We evaluated the influence of light environments, photoreceptor sensitivities, oil droplet characteristics, ocular
transmission, and photoreceptor densities on chromatic contrast values. The purpose of our
study was to understand the relative effect of each model parameter on overall dichromatism scores, and to guide researchers when making assumptions about visual systems in
studies using visual models.

Materials and Methods
Spectral measurements
Species in the Order Galliformes exhibit a tremendous diversity in sexual dichromatism, ranging from completely monochromatic to highly dichromatic. Across the various species in this
order, feather coloration is predominantly produced by melanin pigmentation or structural
colors [59], with very few plumage patches colored by carotenoid pigments [60]. We selected
70 species, most of them broadly distributed across the family Phasianidae (65 of 70 species),
and measured 15 plumage patches on three males and three females of each species when
available (list of species and specimen museum accession numbers in Table A in S3 File). We
obtained spectral reflectance measurements using a USB 4000 spectrophotometer combined
with a PX-2 Xenon light source (Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL). We collected measurements
using a bifurcated probe with a rubber stopper tip, which blocked out ambient light and maintained the probe at normal incidence and ~3 mm above the feather surface. We measured each
region five times, haphazardly relocating the probe each time, and used the average of the 15
measurements (five in each of three individuals) in subsequent analyses [61]. The range of colors across the species measured covered ~58% of the gamut of structural bird colors obtained
in a comprehensive survey of plumage coloration (Fig 1; [62]).
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Fig 1. Molleweide projection of the 2100 color patches used in this study when perceived by an average UVS
visual system under ideal illumination. The colors of the symbols are approximations of the colors of the patches
based on a human visual system. SWS1, SWS2, MWS, and LWS refer to the ultraviolet-, short-, medium-, and longwavelength photoreceptor, respectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0169810.g001

General procedures
We tested the general influence of visual model parameterization on the mean dichromatism
score of each of the 70 species, and further examined the species most affected by the different
parameters. For each plumage patch, we compared the spectral reflectance of the male color to
that of the female color by calculating the chromatic contrast (the difference between the colors in JNDs). We calculated the mean dichromatism score for each species as the sum of
dichromatism scores across all patches divided by the number of patches (e.g., [52, 63, 64]).
Some species possess non-feathered facial patches which, in museum skins, loose their color.
For these species, the mean score was calculated based on the number of feathered patches.
JND values smaller than 1 (i.e., non-discriminable) were given values of ‘0’ to avoid inflating
the dichromatism scores based on non-detectable differences. For three of the 70 species, we
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then explored the multidimensional parameter space by calculating the average dichromatism
scores generated by every possible combination of parameters presented in this study.
We thoroughly surveyed the literature with ISI Web of Science (accessed Dec 1st 2014) for
all bird studies reporting quantitatively assessed visual system parameters (e.g., using microspectrophotometry), but did not use predicted values based on gene expression (e.g., SWS1
peak sensitivity based on opsin amino acid substitution, [65]). We compiled the information
available on avian photoreceptor sensitivities (Table B in S3 File), oil droplet characteristics
(Table C in S3 File), transmission properties of ocular media (Table C in S3 File), and photoreceptor retinal densities (Table D in S3 File). We summarized these data separating UVS from
VS eye type. We also extracted from the literature the most commonly used light environments (see below for more details).
We tested the influence of each visual model parameter by comparing dichromatism scores
obtained from systematically changing the value of a single parameter. This was accomplished
using the R package pavo functions (sensmodel, vismodel, and coldist; [66, 67]). Within-parameter effects were evaluated first by comparing each set of dichromatism scores against those
obtained using the most commonly implemented visual models, the average VS or UVS eye
type [24], followed by pairwise comparisons to find the parameter values that produced the
most divergent scores. The effects of parameterization were assessed in two ways: 1) by calculating the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the mean dichromatism scores, and 2) by comparing the ranks of the mean dichromatism scores (as per [40]). We determined how many
species maintained the same rank, the mean and standard deviation of the change in rank, and
the maximum change in rank. The species most affected by the changes in parameterization
(largest absolute difference in mean dichromatism score and largest change in rank) were
selected for further analysis. For these species, we determined the number of patches (out of 15)
considered non-distinguishable under each of the two visual models, the number of patches
that changed by more than 1 JND, and the maximum dichromatism score change in a single
patch (in JNDs and percentage).

Model parameterization
Average visual model–Our basis for comparisons were the two average visual models (UVS
and VS eye type) presented by Endler and Mielke [24] (Table 1). In addition to the parameter
Table 1. Parameters used to reproduce the average VS and average UVS avian visual systems presented in Endler and Mielke (2005).
Eye type

Ocular media (nm)

UVS

324

VS

Parameter

UVS/VS

SWS

MWS

LWS

Peak sensitivities (nm)

367

444

501

564

λ cut

NA†

411

511

572

Bmid

NA

0.0278

0.023

0.022

348*
Peak sensitivities (nm)

412

452

505

565

λ cut

NA

447

510

570

Bmid

NA

0.0294

0.028

0.020

These visual systems were used as the starting point for comparison of the various parameters. λ cut: Oil droplet cut-off wavelength; Bmid: Gradient of line
tangent to absorbance spectrum at λ mid.
*Endler and Mielke (2005) indicate a value of 362 nm for the ocular media cut-off point but we could only reproduce the photoreceptor curves from their
supplemental material when using 348 nm.
†Oil droplets associated with the SWS1 photoreceptor do not filter light between 300 and 700 nm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0169810.t001
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values detailed in Table 1, we used the relative photoreceptor densities of the Pekin Robin
(Leiothrix lutea Scopoli; SWS1:SWS2:MWS:LWS = 1:2:2:4) as used originally by Vorobyev
and Osorio [12] and Vorobyev et al. [13], and set the Weber fraction to 0.05 for the LWS photoreceptor ([13, 68, 69]; Formulae detailed in S2 File).
Light environment–We compared the influence of the seven most commonly used environmental illuminants [70, 71]: 1) Ideal (wavelength independent), 2) Forest Shade, 3) Woodland
shade, 4) Blue sky, 5) daylight D65 standard [72], 6) Woodland Gaps, and 7) Cloudy sky.
Photoreceptor sensitivities–The large majority of avian species possess four retinal cone
pigments: two short-wavelength- sensitive pigments SWS1 and SWS2, one medium-wavelength-sensitive pigment MWS, and one long-wavelength-sensitive pigment LWS. The spectral sensitivity curves of these pigments can be accurately estimated from the wavelength of
maximum sensitivity using a near-universal template [73]. The peak wavelength sensitivities of
the four avian photoreceptors among species are correlated [17], but still allow for considerable variation in the individual sensitivity values within any given visual system. Therefore, we
evaluated the influence of changes in single photoreceptor peak sensitivities, using the minimum and maximum reported for each photoreceptor type for each eye type (Table E in S3
File), and then compared visual models that expressed either all minimum or all maximum
peak sensitivity values.
Oil droplets–In birds, each photoreceptor type is paired with a specific oil droplet type that
acts as a cut-off filter and microlens [13, 17, 18]. SWS1 photopigments are associated with
mostly transparent droplets (T type), SWS2 pigments with droplets clear in appearance (C
type), MWS pigments with yellow droplets (Y type), and LWS pigments with red droplets (R
types). The absorption profile of the oil droplets can be extrapolated if the wavelength at which
the oil droplet transmittance equals 1/e (λo) and the absorptivity rate of decay (b) are known.
In turn, these properties can be estimated from the cut-off wavelength (λ cut) and the gradient
of line tangent to the absorbance spectrum (Bmid) at the wavelength at half-maximum absorbance (λ mid), the only values that are reported in some studies of oil droplet characteristics
(formulae presented in [17] and reproduced in S2 File with acronyms in S1 File). Because
there is no strong relationship between a visual pigment’s peak sensitivity and the absorbance
characteristics of its oil droplet (within droplet type) [17], we evaluated the influence of differences in extreme cut-off values within photopigment type first by changing single oil droplet
parameters, and then by comparing visual systems with oil droplet values set with all maximums and all minimums, by eye type (Table F in S3 File). Extremes were selected based on λ
cut, and actual values of either Bmid (if available from the literature) or Bmid calculated from
λ mid (Table C in S3 File).
Ocular media–Similar to oil droplets, the cornea and lens act as a cut-off filters. Recent
work has demonstrated that phylogeny and eye type can be used to estimate the approximate
high-pass cut-off values of the ocular media in birds [22], but that variability within UVS and
VS eye types, and in certain groups, is very high (e.g., waterbirds [21]). The absorption curves
of ocular media in birds are all very similar and can be well approximated (function from [24]
reproduced in S2 File) when the wavelength at 50% transmission (T50) is known. We evaluated the influence of varying the T50 value between 314 nm and 344 nm for UVS type eyes
(the range of values known to exist for this eye type, Table C in S3 File), and between 335 nm
and 395 nm in VS eye type (Table C in S3 File), using four values with equal intervals (10 nm
increments among models for the UVS eye type and 20 nm for the VS eye type, Table F in S3
File).
Photoreceptor densities–The relative densities of photoreceptors vary within and among
species, and even within individuals, with some evidence for bilateral asymmetry in at least
two species (European starling Sturnus vulgaris Linnaeus and Blue tit Cyanistes caeruleus
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Linnaeus [31, 74]). Furthermore, photoreceptor densities are more heavily influenced by the
ecology of the species (diet, feeding behavior, habitat) rather than phylogeny [31]. Therefore,
patterns of receptor densities are difficult to predict. We tested the influence of this parameter
by selecting nine different photoreceptor densities reported in a variety of species (not including the original 1:2:2:4; see Table G in S3 File for species and reasoning behind inclusion). So
that the models would be comparable, we maintained the Weber fraction of the most abundant
photoreceptor at 0.05 by using a different standard deviation of noise in a receptor for each
model [13, 75].
Model visual systems–The physical properties of visual systems have been completely characterized in only eight species (See Results). These systems were compared to each other and
to either the average UVS or VS system based on the peak wavelength sensitivity of their SWS1
photoreceptor. Because they are the most commonly used sets of parameter values, we also
compared the dichromatism scores generated using the average UVS and VS eye type visual
models. For all models we used a Weber fraction of 0.05 (the most commonly used), which
was empirically determined for the LWS photoreceptor of Leiothrix lutea [68], and confirmed
though behavioral tests in domesticated chicken Gallus gallus Linnaeus [69].
Multidimensional parameter space–To explore the effects of modifying one or more than
one parameters at the same time, we selected three of the 70 species (Tetraogallus tibetanus,
Arborophila torqueola, and Lophophorus impejanus) and calculated their average dichromatism
scores for all possible combinations of parameter conditions detailed above. We selected these
species using three criteria: 1) perceived by an average visual system of a VS eye-type, these
species’ dichromatism score represent a low score species, an average score species, and a high
score species, 2) they do not possess any bare parts, and 3) some of the patches (using the average visual system of a VS eye type) have values below 1 JND. For each eye type, the parameters
comprised seven light environments including the commonly used ‘ideal’ illuminant, four T50
ocular media values, 11 combinations of spectral sensitivity values including the ‘average’ passerine, nine combinations of photoreceptor oil droplet values including the ‘average’ passerine,
and nine photoreceptor density ratios including the ‘average’ passerine. We generated the
mean dichromatism scores for all 24 948 possible permutations for each eye type, and present
descriptive statistics for mean scores and the number of patches with scores above 1 JND.

Results
The mean dichromatism scores across the 70 species were always highly correlated regardless
of which visual system parameter was altered (Summary in Table 2; details in Tables H–M in
S3 File). Pearson’s coefficient (r) of the largest differences, within parameter, ranged from
0.9998 when contrasting the extreme T50 ocular media values for the UVS eye type (Table 2,
Fig 2A), to 0.9791 when contrasting the photoreceptor densities of Anous minutus Boie (Black
noddy) to those of Puffinus pacificus Gmelin (Wedged-tailed shearwater) in a UVS eye type
(Table 2, Fig 3A). However, there was considerable variation in the number of species that
maintained the same dichromatism rank, the mean rank change, and the maximum rank
change. For example, the extreme T50 ocular media values for the UVS eye type had a moderate effect on the overall ranks and rank changes (45 out of 70 with equal rank, a mean rank
change of 0.51, and maximum rank change of 4; Fig 2B), but the differences in photoreceptor
densities in the UVS eye type had a large impact on the mean dichromatism ranks (only 8 out
of 70 with equal rank, a mean rank change of 3.11, and maximum rank change of 12; Fig 3B).
Comparisons of the dichromatism scores calculated with the commonly-used average UVS
and average VS eye sets of conditions produced one of the largest difference in rank scores
(Table 2, Fig 4B). Overall, photoreceptor densities and the variation among model systems had
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Table 2. Summary of the visual system comparisons that generated the largest differences, based on the lowest Pearson’s r value, in the mean
dichromatism scores of 70 species of the Order Galliformes.
Parameter

Eye type

Conditions

Pearson’s r

Equal rank

Rank change

Rank SD

Max change

Light environment

UVS

Ideal vs D65

0.9991

30

1.03

1.57

10

VS

Ideal vs D65

0.9994

36

0.77

1.23

8

UVS

All Max vs All Min

0.9986

27

1.03

1.20

5

VS

All Max vs All Min

0.9963

17

1.54

1.71

9

UVS

R Min vs All Max

0.9979

27

1.00

1.13

6

VS

R Max vs All Min

0.9947

21

1.26

1.20

5

Ocular media T50 values

UVS

T314 vs T344

0.9998

45

0.51

0.85

4

VS

T335 vs T395

0.9991

28

1.06

1.46

9

Photoreceptor densities

UVS

A. minutus vs P. pacificus

0.9791

8

3.11

2.87

12

VS

A. minutus vs P. pacificus

0.9846

6

2.63

2.07

10

-

Average UVS vs Average VS

0.9929

15

2.34

2.66

16

-

P. cristatus vs S. vulgaris

0.9881

8

3.00

3.06

16

Photoreceptor λmax
Oil droplet cut-off value

Model systems

Values reported describe how many species (out of 70) were assigned the same rank in the comparison (Equal rank), the average rank change (Rank
change), the standard deviation of rank change (Rank SD), and the maximum rank change (Max change). See Materials and Methods, Results, and
Supporting Information sections for more details.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0169810.t002

the largest influence on the mean dichromatism scores and rank differences. Variation in the
transmission properties of the ocular media (within eye type) and the light environment had
less influence on the mean dichromatism scores and on the ranks of species (Table 2).
Analyzing the scores of individual species most affected by changes in visual model values,
based on the largest differences in mean dichromatism scores, we found that large changes in
plumage patch chromatic contrast (in JND) can occur when manipulating single parameters
(Table 3). The maximum changes in percentage JNDs ranged from 12.5% (0.99 JNDs) when
comparing the extreme T50 ocular media values for the UVS eye type, to 84.16% (5.82 JNDs)
when comparing an UVS eye type to a VS eye type (Fig 4C). Different model systems also had
large effects on the chromatic contrast of some patches (Table 3). The species most affected in
their mean dichromatism scores almost always had the same number of non-dichromatic
patches under the two sets of conditions (comparing column 1 and column 2 of Table 3), but
the number of patches that changed by more than 1 JND (column 3 Table 3) varied considerably across parameters. For the T50 ocular media value in a UVS eye, none of the patches
changed by at least 1 JND. In contrast, 14 patches changed by more than 1 JND when comparing the photoreceptor densities of A. minutus and P. pacificus using the UVS eye type. Overall,
individual patches were mostly influenced by condition changes in the photoreceptor densities
and the variation among model systems. We also found large differences in patch dichromatism scores when comparing the average UVS and average VS eye type (Fig 4C). Variation in
light environments, photoreceptor sensitivities, and ocular media values had relatively small
but notable effects on the dichromatism scores of some patches (Table 3).
When analyzing the scores of individual species most affected by changes in visual model
values, based on the largest differences in dichromatism ranks, we found that large differences
in ranks were associated with changes in the number of distinguishable patches (number of
patches with 0 JNDs) under the two conditions (Table 4). The parameter conditions that generated the largest changes in ranks also had large differences in the number of distinguishable
patches under the different sets of parameters. For example, the extreme T50 ocular media
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Fig 2. Effect of the ocular media parameter on calculated sexual dichromatism scores. Comparison of the A) mean sexual dichromatism
scores (in JNDs), and B) sexual dichromatism ranks of 70 galliform species for a UVS eye type with different ocular media transmission.
Values on the x-axis were generated by setting the T50 of the ocular media at 314 nm (see formulae in S2 File) and the values on the y-axis
were generated by setting the T50 of the ocular media at 344 nm. The solid triangle symbol in A) identifies the species that experienced the
greatest change in mean dichromatism score, and the greatest change in rank in B). The sexual dichromatism score of each patch of the
species highlighted in A), under the two sets of parameters, are presented in C). The sexual dichromatism score of each patch of the species
highlighted in B), under the two sets of parameters, are presented in D). In C) and D), the solid triangle symbol identifies the patch that
experienced the greatest change in dichromatism score. Dashed lines represent 1:1 reference line.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0169810.g002

values for the UVS eye type differed by only a single patch that changed by more than 1 JND
(4 patches with JND < 1 for T50 of 314 nm compared to 5 for T50 of 344 nm). In contrast,
comparison of the A. minutus (8 patches with JND < 1) and P. pacificus (1 patch with JND <
1) photoreceptor densities in a UVS eye type generated 12 patches with changes in JND > 1
(Table 4). Contrary to species most affected when comparing mean dichromatism scores, we
did not find large changes in plumage patch chromatic contrast (in JND) when manipulating
single parameters. Indeed, none of the patches differed by more than 3.6 JNDs across all
parameter values. Differences in light environment, photoreceptor sensitivities, and ocular
media values generally had the smallest effects on dichromatism scores of individual patches
in species with the greatest change in dichromatism ranks; changes in photoreceptor densities,
and comparisons of model systems generated the largest effects (Table 4).
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Fig 3. Effect of the photoreceptor density parameter on calculated sexual dichromatism scores. Comparison of A) the mean sexual
dichromatism scores (in JNDs), and B) ranks of 70 galliform species for a UVS eye type with different photoreceptor densities. Values on the xaxis were generated using the parameters associated with the ‘average UVS eye-type’ visual system but with the photoreceptor densities found
in Anous minutus (SWS1–1.00, SWS2–9.59, MWS– 16.82, LWS– 14.29); values on the y-axis were generated with the ‘average UVS eyetype’ visual system but with the photoreceptor densities found in Puffinus pacificus (SWS1–1.00, SWS2–0.68, MWS– 1.04, LWS– 1.44; see
Methods). The solid triangle symbol in A) identifies the species that experienced the greatest change in mean dichromatism score, and the
greatest change in rank in B). The sexual dichromatism score of each patch of the species highlighted in A), under the two sets of parameters,
are presented in C). The sexual dichromatism score of each patch of the species highlighted in B), under the two sets of parameters, are
presented in D). In C) and D), the solid triangle symbol identifies the patch that experienced the greatest change in dichromatism score. Dashed
lines represent 1:1 reference line.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0169810.g003

The permutation of all conditions included in the sensitivity analyses presented above generated 24 948 dichromatism scores per species per eye type (Fig 5). For Tetraogallus tibetanus,
a species with low dichromatism scores, the mean scores ranged from 0.41 to 2.81 JNDs when
combining the UVS and VS permutation scores, a 685% difference between the lowest and
highest values (Table N in S3 File). The distribution of scores for the two eye types overlapped
over only 58% of their combined range, with the mean score of the UVS eye type being on
average 1.51 times greater the mean VS eye type scores. For Lophophorus impejanus, a species
with high dichromatism scores, the mean scores ranged from 5.26 to 14.77 JNDs when combining the UVS and VS permutation scores, a 281% difference between the lowest and highest
values. The distribution of scores for the two eye types overlapped over 80% of their combined
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Fig 4. Effect of using either the UVS or VS average eye-type on calculated sexual dichromatism scores. Comparison of A) the mean
sexual dichromatism scores (in JNDs), and B) ranks of 70 galliform species contrasting the two most commonly used bird visual systems.
Values on the x-axis were generated using the parameters associated with the ‘average UVS eye-type’ visual system; values on the y-axis
were generated with the ‘average VS eye-type’ visual system (see Methods). The solid triangle symbol in A) identifies the species that
experienced the greatest change in mean dichromatism score, and the greatest change in rank in B). The sexual dichromatism score of each
patch of the species highlighted in A), under the two sets of parameters, are presented in C). The sexual dichromatism score of each patch of
the species highlighted in B), under the two sets of parameters, are presented in D). In C) and D), the solid triangle symbol identifies the patch
that experienced the greatest change in dichromatism score. Dashed lines represent 1:1 reference line.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0169810.g004

range, substantially more than T. tibetanus, with the mean score of the UVS eye type being on
average 1.08 times greater the mean VS eye type scores. For Arborophila torqueola, a species
with mid-range dichromatism scores, the mean scores ranged from 3.00 to 7.68 JNDs when
combining the UVS and VS permutation scores, a 256% difference between the lowest and
highest values. The distribution of scores for the two eye types overlapped over 70% of their
combined range, with the mean score of the UVS eye type being on average 1.11 times greater
than the mean VS eye type scores. In accordance with results obtained when modifying single
parameters, the species with the lowest mean dichromatism score, T. tibetanus in this case, varied most in the number of patches with scores above 1 JND across all permutations (Fig 5).
The number of patches above discrimination threshold ranged from four to 10 in VS eye type,
and from seven to 10 in UVS eye type. The number of patches above discrimination threshold
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Table 3. Summary of the changes in dichromatism score of the species most affected by changes in the sensory exprience, based on the absolute
largest difference in mean dichromatism score.
Parameter
Light environment

Eye
type

Conditions

Condition 1 (< 1
JND)

Condition 2 (< 1
JND)

> 1 JND
change

Max change
(JNDs)

Max change
(%)

UVS

Ideal vs D65

4

4

4

1.30

25.95

VS

Ideal vs D65

10

14

4

1.22

NA

UVS

All Max vs All Min

4

4

5

1.34

22.95

VS

All Max vs All Min

3

3

5

2.75

17.77

Oil droplet cut-off
value

UVS

R Min vs All Max

1

1

9

4.73

28.53

VS

R Max vs All Min

1

1

10

7.16

41.64

Ocular media T50
values

UVS

T314 vs T344

0

0

0

0.99

12.48

VS

T335 vs T395

9

14

5

1.33

NA

UVS

A. minutus vs P.
pacificus

1

1

14

7.16

54.13

VS

A. minutus vs P.
pacificus

3

3

10

10.47

49.19

-

Average UVS vs
Average VS

0

0

9

5.82

84.16

-

P. cristatus vs S.
vulgaris

1

1

11

8.43

32.12

Photoreceptor λmax

Photoreceptor
densities

Model systems

Values reported describe the number of patches (out of 15) without any discernable dichromatism (just-noticeable-differences < 1) under the first set of
conditions (Condition 1: < 1 JND) and under the second set of conditions (Condition 2: < 1 JND), the number of patches that changed by more than 1 JND
when comparing the first and second set of conditions (> 1 JND change), the maximum dichromatism value change for a single patch (Maximum change in
JND) and its percentage change (Maximum change in percentage); NA values indicate that the score under one of the conditions is < 1 JNDs. See Methods
and Results for more details.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0169810.t003

varied little for A. torqueola and L. impejanus, with a large majority of permutations indicating
13 and 15 patches, respectively, with values above 1 JND.

Discussion
Compared to fish and invertebrates, avian visual systems exhibit considerably less variation in
physical and physiological properties [71]. Nevertheless, a number of studies suggest that variation in avian visual systems appears to be adaptive. Carotenoid-based signals are aligned with
cone sensitivities across species of the Passerida clade of passerine birds [76]; the expression of
opsin genes are associated with sexual dichromatism in New World warblers [77]; the ocular
media of UVS eye types allow more UV light to reach the retina than the ocular media of VS
eye types [78]; and the photoreceptor densities among species seem to be ecologically relevant
[30]. Other studies have failed to find alignment between the visual system and the behavior
or ecology of species. Ultraviolet vision, for example, does not seem to have co-evolved with
plumage coloration across most bird families [23, 79], but see [29]. Proper parameterization of
visual models could be of paramount importance when investigating spectral tuning and the
evolution of visual systems in birds. This also applies to studies of sexual dichomatism, which
have been used to investigate, among other topics, the influence of sexual selection on speciation [54, 56].
In this study, we systematically compared the effects of changing single parameters in visual
models on mean dichromatism scores, and ranks of dichromatism scores, in 70 species of Galliformes. We found high correlations between the mean dichromatism scores regardless of the
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Table 4. Summary of the changes in dichromatism score of the species most affected by changes in the sensory exprience, based on the largest
difference in rank.
Parameter
Light environment

Eye
type

Conditions

Condition 1 (< 1
JND)

Condition 2 (< 1
JND)

> 1 JND
change

Max change
(JNDs)

Max change
(%)

UVS

Ideal vs D65

2

4

2

1.27

NA

VS

Ideal vs D65

10

4

4

1.22

NA

UVS

All Max vs All Min

2

0

2

1.12

NA

VS

All Max vs All Min

13

8

5

1.43

NA

Oil droplet cut-off
value

UVS

R Min vs All Max

9

7

2

1.04

NA

VS

R Max vs All Min

4

6

2

1.02

NA

Ocular media T50
values

UVS

T314 vs T344

4

5

1

1.08

NA

VS

T335 vs T395

9

14

5

1.33

NA

UVS

A. minutus vs P.
pacificus

8

1

12

3.62

73.72

VS

A. minutus vs P.
pacificus

14

7

7

1.36

NA

-

Average UVS vs
Average VS

2

10

12

2.14

120.30

-

P. cristatus vs S.
vulgaris

8

2

14

2.40

136.36

Photoreceptor λmax

Photoreceptor
densities

Model systems

Values reported describe the number of patches (out of 15) without any discernable dichromatism (just-noticeable-differences < 1) under the first set of
conditions (Condition 1: < 1 JND) and under the second set of conditions (Condition 2: < 1 JND), the number of patches that changed by more than 1 JND
when comparing the first and second set of conditions (> 1 JND change), the maximum dichromatism value change for a single patch (Maximum change in
JND) and its percentage change (Maximum change in percentage); NA values indicate that the score under one of the conditions is < 1 JNDs. See Methods
and Results for more details.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0169810.t004

differences among the models, but found that the rank of individual species could be greatly
affected. These results imply that even though parameterization has little effect on the general
distribution of the mean dichromatism scores, changes in visual system assumptions can have
large effects on the relative position of the mean dichromatism scores of species in relation to
one another. Such variation could be important when comparing dichromatism scores to
other ecological or life history traits. Furthermore, certain parameters had a large influence on
the number of patches considered above discrimination threshold (JND > 1), and the dichromatism scores of individual patches. Consequences of incorrect parameterization could easily
lead to the improper inference that species are sexually dichromatic or not. Our findings suggest that the parameterization of avian visual systems should not be trivialized. Indeed, the differences in chromatic contrast we documented between patches were in some cases as large as
those reported when comparing color discrimination between trichromats and tetrachromats
[40].
Light environment–Some of the earliest research aimed at assessing the importance of
visual model parameters demonstrated that differences in light environments made Trinidadian guppies (Poecilia reticulate Peters) more conspicuous in the presence of conspecifics than
in the presence of heterospecific predators [80]. The importance of this parameter was further
demonstrated in behavioral trials which showed that the absence of UV wavelengths reduced
the foraging efficiency of three-spined sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeatus Linnaeus; [43]). In
contrast, the light environment has almost no effect on the discriminability of vole urine
against the vegetation background (~4% JNDs) suggesting little influence on the behavior of
foraging raptors [22]. The results from these studies, and others (e.g., [41, 42, 81]), indicate
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Fig 5. Range of sexual dichromatism scores of three galliform species obtained through exploration of the
multidimensional parameter space. Distribution of mean dichromatism scores (left panels) and number of patches (out of
15) with scores greater than 1 JND (right panels), for three species, generated through permutation of all parameter
conditions explored in this study (see Multidimensional parameter space section in Methods). Lines for average UVS eye
type, average VS eye type, and Pavo cristatus indicate values calculated under an ideal illuminant.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0169810.g005

that the importance of the light environment in visual models is context dependent. In our
study, differences in light environment had relatively small but non-negligible effects on the
mean dichromatism scores and ranks in Galliformes. The JNDs of some of the patches changed
by more than 25%, differences considerably larger than those modelled by Lind et al. [22]. Our
largest observed differences included the daylight 65 (D65) illuminant for both UVS and VS eye
types (Table 4). This commonly-modelled light environment is rich in blue (but not UV) wavelength and is likely to influence colors rich in red and UV wavelength such as those produced
by some carotenoids [82]. Also of great importance is the consideration that color constancy
mechanisms, approximated by the von Kries correction in the receptor noise model, limit the
influence of the light environment on the perceived contrast between color patches. Behavioural
tests [83] and modelling experiments [84] in vertebrates have shown that chromatic adaptation
can work over large changes in ambient light environments.
Photoreceptor sensitivities–In a test of parameterization effects on models in foraging raptors, Lind et al. [22] reported chromatic differences of ~16% ± 12% JNDs when comparing a
range of photoreceptor sensitivities. These results were obtained by changing the SWS1 and
SWS2 photoreceptor by 10 nm towards short-wavelength sensitivity and the LWS by 10 nm
towards long-wavelength sensitivity. Our general results support these findings and also demonstrate that differences greater than ~23% are possible. These values were obtained by comparing all minimum-shifted and all maximum-shifted photoreceptor sensitivities (Table C in
S3 File). However, changes in the sensitivity of single photoreceptors within eye type, even to
the extreme known values across birds, had very little influence on dichromatism scores
(Table I in S3 File). These results also support work presented by Lind and Kelber [44], which
found little influence of photoreceptor sensitivity in modelling chromatic differences between
four colors (peak wavelength at 350, 450, 500, and 650 nm) against a green background. Overall, the parameterization of photoreceptor sensitivities should only have consequential influences on chromatic contrast calculations when all sensitivities are wrongfully shifted in the
same direction (all towards short- or long-wavelengths) or when SWS and LWS photoreceptors are shifted in opposite directions. In contrast, changes in single photoreceptor sensitivities
generally have limited effects on calculated JND scores, but some consequential effects on
dichromatism ranks.
Oil droplet cut-off value–Variation in the transmission cut-off values of oil droplets had similar but potentially slightly larger influence on dichromatism scores than variation in photoreceptor sensitivities. Our results demonstrate that differences greater than 41% (> 7 JNDs in this
case) in single patch chromatic contrasts are possible. Lind and Kelber [44] also demonstrated
the importance of this parameter. In a behavioural experiment comparing the measured and
predicted visual sensitivities in domestic pigeons (Columba livia), the match between visual
models and behavioral results in tests of hue discriminability improved tremendously by shifting the absorbance curves of oil droplets by 10 nm in their models. Oil droplet properties of the
avian eye should perhaps be given greater attention. Indeed, considerable variation has been
found within species, both among individuals and between the sexes [85]. Modelling of withinspecies differences suggest chromatic contrast differences as large as ~30% JNDs in some parts
of the visual spectrum [48], sufficient to influence the perspective of the receivers, and potentially affecting foraging and mate choice behaviors. Furthermore, recent experiments have
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revealed that dietary carotenoid content can influence the transmission properties of oil droplets in double cones, indicating condition-based within-species variation in visual properties
and the potential of diet to influence color vision [86]. To date, the influence of variation in oil
droplet characteristics on color discrimination have only been modelled, never behaviorally
tested.
Ocular media–The only other study to have explicitly modelled the influence of ocular
media on chromatic contrasts found this parameter rather inconsequential [44]. Our overall
results (Table 2) agree with these findings but highlighted that this parameter is perhaps most
important when modelling VS eye types, not UVS eye types (Table 4). Differences in this
parameter will only influence the perception of UV-rich colors which are common in fruits
and feathers that contain carotenoids [82, 87], vole-urine used by foraging raptors to assess
prey density [22, 88], and some structural colors (e.g.,[89–91]). Particular consideration to this
parameter should be made when modelling color discrimination of these UV rich colors.
Photoreceptor densities–The photoreceptor density was the single most important parameter in our models both in terms of changes in mean dichromatism ranks and chromatic contrast
of individual patches (Tables 2 and 4). This occurs because the Weber fraction is proportional
to the inverse of the square root of the photoreceptor ratio (see formula in supplemental material in [12, 75]), and has a linear relationship with JNDs. For example, a dichromatic score of 6
JNDs for a Weber fraction of 0.05 will be reduced to 3 JNDs with a Weber faction of 0.10, and
further reduced to 1.5 JNDs with a Weber fraction of 0.20. It is perhaps not surprising then, that
photoreceptor density has such a large influence on chromatic contrast thresholds. Individual
patches changed by as much as 10.5 JNDs (~50%), values in the range of to those presented by
Lind and Kelber [44], which demonstrates the importance of this visual system trait. Differences
in photoreceptor densities are likely to have large consequences on among-species ability to discriminate between similar colors and, as for variation in oil droplet absorbance profiles, withinspecies variation may be of consequence as well. For example, differences in densities among
house sparrows (Passer domesticus Linnaeus) generated chromatic contrast differences of ~16%
(> 3 JNDs) when evaluating the perception of the white wing bars against the brown wing background coloration [45]. Even if these plumage patches likely differ more in the achromatic component of the signal, these chromatic differences may still have implications for mate choice
and agonistic interactions. Because the characterization of complete visual systems requires specialized equipment and skills, and the sacrifice of animals, our knowledge of photoreceptor densities come from relatively few studies (see Hart [30] for the majority of species characterized to
date). Future research on the physical properties of avian retinas should obtain as much information as possible, including counts of different photoreceptor types. Just as importantly, the
assumptions that 1) relative receptor noise is truly proportional to receptor abundance and that
2) receptor noise is independent of receptor type need to be rigorously tested. These data have
the potential to make large contributions to our understanding of the visual ecology of birds.
Model systems–Within eye types, there was relatively small difference in mean dichromatism scores among the model visual systems. However, our results suggest that one of the most
influential parameters of visual models is whether a species possesses a UVS or VS eye type
(Tables 2–4, Table M in S3 File). This is of particular importance since these are the two most
commonly used sets of parameters in avian visual modelling. Because there was a strong belief
in phylogenetic inertia in eye type (e.g., [25, 26]), studies have usually modelled a single eye
type (exceptions include: [92–94]). However, as demonstrated by Renoult et al.[27], using the
wrong eye type can entirely alter the conclusions of a study. Fortunately, determination of a
species’ eye type does not require microspectrophotometry, as opsin gene sequences can be
used to estimate sensitivity [33]. Even though not all SWS1 opsin gene sequence variations
have been compared to measured photopigment sensitivities, the peak absorbance of short-
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wavelength photoreceptor can usually be estimated [28, 33]. This method is relatively rapid,
inexpensive, and could easily be implemented in any molecular laboratory [33]. Alternatively,
when this is not possible, both eye types could be modelled when the eye type is not known.
Without a doubt, sensory perceptions are produced by the combined physical properties of
sensory systems. By calculating the range of mean dichromatism scores for all parameter combinations, we demonstrated that misinformed parameterization could lead to very different
conclusions. In certain instances, two or more parameters may cancel each other out (e.g., a
short-wavelength shifted SWS1 value matched with a long-wavelength shifted ocular media
value), but other combinations of incorrect parameters could dramatically alter calculated values. For example, a short-wavelength-shifted SWS1 photoreceptor sensitivity value matched
with a photoreceptor density ratio that favours discriminability in the short wavelengths could
mistakenly modify a UV-insensitive visual system to one that can detect small color differences
in the UV range. In extreme cases, as demonstrated by the permutation scores calculated for T.
tibetanus, improper parameterization could lead to differences between calculated and actual
contrasts of more than 650%. As for errors in single parameters, errors in multiparameter
space are more likely to affect the scores of species with low dichromatism scores, and models
that generate values near threshold should be interpreted with caution. Minimizing uncertainty in the most influential parameters, namely photoreceptor densities and peak sensitivity
of the SWS1 photoreceptor, should increase confidence in the calculated dichromatism scores.
Caution is also needed when making inferences regarding large contrast values in units of
just-noticeable-differences. Indeed, the primary function of the receptor noise model is to computationally determine discrimination thresholds, based on a psychophysical model [12]. As
such, the meaning of supra-threshold distances is generally unknown. Is a color patch differing
by 5 JNDs as discriminable from a reference as a patch differing by 7 JNDs? Following Fechner’s
assumption of additivity, large colorspace should be possible to model (discussed in [95, 96]
among others). Furthermore, the only study investigating a behavioral response (in this case the
visual attention reflex) in relation to perceptually large color distances found that just-noticeable-differences, as calculated by the receptor noise model, are effective in describing colors separated by large distances in visual space [97]. Nevertheless, because the evidence is sparse, very
large differences in units of JND should be interpreted with prudence. It is also important to
consider that animals do not perceive individual patches in isolation [24] and that the contrasts
among several color patches may be evaluated differently than the sum of its parts, concepts
that are currently being investigated [98]. Whether or not the mean (or sum) of dichromatism
scores are meaningful beyond a discrimination threshold will need further study.
Overall, our results suggest that a single parameter can have large influences on avian dichromatism scores calculated by combining the chromatic contrast of several plumage patches, and
the rank position of a species and/or their color patches in relation to one another. Furthermore, we demonstrated that contrasts calculated by varying multiple parameters can generate
extreme discrepancies between estimated dichromatism scores. To improve the reliability of
avian visual models, information about photoreceptor densities and the sensitivity of the SWS1
photoreceptor should be investigated when possible. Because sequencing the SWS1 gene is costeffective, we recommend that researchers modelling avian visual systems determine, at least,
whether their species of interest possess a UVS or VS eye type. Alternatively, results should present analyses from both eye types to confirm that the findings are robust. When little visual system information is available for a species of interest, in birds and other systems, reporting the
results of sensitivity analyses would help strengthen the inferences presented.
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